Phonon transport in hierarchically disordered silicon nanostructures
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Motivation
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• Nanostructuring provides means to
decouple power factor and thermal
conductivity thus increasing ZT.[1,2]

Approach
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• Hierarchical structures scatter phonons
of various wavelengths and reduce
transport throughout the spectrum
reducing thermal conductivity (𝜅).
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Biswas, Kanishka, et al. Nature 489.7416 (2012): 414-418.
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Nanocrystalline materials
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•
Semi-classical,
single
phonon
approach.
Phonon flux
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• Phonons scatter on GBs.
L𝑥
〈𝑑〉 =

• Phonons in simulation domain propagate
Fourier’s
and law
scatter.
• Multiple scattering mechanisms and
geometries considered.

<N >

Na:SrTe–PbTe
0.9 W m-1K-1 [2]

Si:Ge
0.55 ± 0.10 W m-1K-1 [3]

• Ultra-low thermal conductivity can be
achieved in nanostructured materials,
sometimes even below the Silicon
amorphous limit.[3]
• For fine-tuning 𝜅, phonon transport in
these regimes needs to be understood.
• Large scale, versatile simulations enable
us to investigate phonon transport in
complex geometries.
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• Explore vibrational spectra as a
function of temperature in
disordered systems.

• Phonons scatter on grain
boundaries and pores.
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• Reduced average τ for porous
structures.
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Future work
• Molecular dynamics-informed
MC simulations.
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• Phonons scatter on
pore surfaces.
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Conclusion
• Hierarchically structured materials help scatter phonons across length scales.
• Nanostructuring can reduce thermal conductivity, improve thermoelectric performance.
• Materials can be modelled using simulation methods to give more efficient TE materials .
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